
Late-breaking abstracts (posters)

Instructions for Submission to Ex Ordo
Register with Ex Ordo

Abstracts must be submitted through the online submissions system, Ex Ordo. You will be
required to register with Ex Ordo to establish your username and password. All
communications including acknowledgement, acceptance or otherwise will be electronic
via Ex Ordo using the email address you have registered with. 

Register with Ex Ordo here: https://nznsaoceania.exordo.com/

Help for creating an Ex Ordo account is available:
https://support.exordo.com/collection/438-general

Ex Ordo is very quick to respond to emails but they are in Ireland so the speed of
response will depend on when you send the question.

Submit your abstract

Ex Ordo has some general instructions on abstract submission in their knowledge base. The
following provides a guide for the specific process for the Nutrition Societies of New Zealand and
Australia Nutrition in Oceania Joint Conference with some top tips. Ensure you have pre-prepared
your abstract ahead of time using the instructions for authors.

1. Once you have registered an Ex Ordo account select start a new submission from the
dashboard.

2. Abstract instructions will appear.
3. Copy and paste your abstract into the text box. Use the superscript with numbers in

parentheses for citations, e.g.(1)

Do not use headings in your abstract
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https://nznsaoceania.exordo.com/
https://support.exordo.com/collection/438-general
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4. Add co-authors, make sure you complete their email address and affiliation. They will be

emailed a confirmation receipt. Before submission, it is important that they have read the

abstract and had the opportunity to give feedback and consent to submission.
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5. Select up to two topics that best fit with your abstract.
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6. Complete further information about the primary author

7. Provide a contact phone number, ethics declaration and details of financial support
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8. Complete a statement about any conflicts of interest.

9. Review the publishing agreement, confirming the statement indicates you agree to this.

10. Supply the institution address for each co-author. Please list all authors' initials, surnames

and institutions as below. If there is more than one name and address they should be related

by superscript numbers.

Example

J. Jess1, H. Taylor1 and P. Hickford2

1. Faculty of Health & Social Sciences, Bournemouth University, Bournemouth, BH1 3LT
and 2. The Royal Bournemouth NHS Trust, Bournemouth, BH7 7DW.
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https://www.nutritionsociety.org/sites/default/files/attachments/page/license_to_publish_dec18.pdf


11. You can log into Ex Ordo and edit your submission right up to the submission deadline.

Support

1. For general conference enquiries: infonsnzconference@gmail.com
2. For abstract submission queries: abstracts@nutritionsociety.ac.nz or

R.paul@massey.ac.nz
3. If you need support from Ex Ordo then use the contact Ex Ordo option on the

dashboard: https://nznsaoceania.exordo.com/
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